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Abslraet An adequate theoretical basis is developed and presented for a non-stationary
technique for the experimental detection of reactions in insulating crystals controlled by
tunnelling recombination of mobile defects (hole centres) with electron centres. The
etfeet of finite hop lengths of point defects in a crystalline lattice is carefully analysed.
This-method is based on measuring the inertial increase or decrease in the recombination luminescence intensity after a stepwise change of temperature (defect mobility).
Theoretical analysis of the transient process obsemed experimentally for V
, centres in
KCI:Ti cryslals argues for their motion through 60° rotations with the frequenq factor
S, = 4 x 1OIs s-l, very close to that obtained earlier in the optical dichroism studies.

1. Introduction

As is well known, V,-centre motion in FCC alkali halides occurs mainly through
60° rotations [l]. From polarization experimenb in KCI, the activation energy of
these reorientations was'found to be E, = 0.54 eV and the relevant frequency
factor S, = 4 x lo1, s-l [2]. The same value of Ea was obtained by means of the
fractionalglow technique (FGT), which is an extension of the standard thermostimulated
luminescence (TSL) method and allows us to monitor with high accuracy the effective
activation energy of the recombination process 13, 41.
In the previous paper [SI the quantum-chemical simulation of V,-centre reorientation in KCl was carried out. The principal result was that the reorientation
energy calculated (0.63 eV) is close to experimentally observed results and band hole
formation (according to the hypothesis in [6-91) is very unlikely.
In this paper we aim to analyse in detail the original method to detect small-radius
hole centre migration in insulating crystals [3, lo]. The idea here is to impose, at the
moment when'the recombination intensity has reached its steady-state magnitude (at
temperatures close to those at which hole centra become mobile), a small (3-5 K)
stepwise temperature (mobility) stimulation. It results in a vety delayed increase in the
luminescence intensity I, which was interpreted as an additional argument for the
slow motion of V, in KBr by short hops (reorientations) rather than the long hops
suggested in [&9]. This effect has indeed since been obsewed in many insulating
crystals, including AIN 1111, Ba,(PO,), [12], cu-Al,O, [13]and the Na salt of DNA
~41.
A qualitative theoretical basis for these delayed reactions was presented quite

recently [U],
giving support to V,< reorientalional motion. However, the agreement
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between theory and experiment was only satisfactory because of the continuous diffusion approximation used. In this paper a more adequate and refined theory is
developed that takes into a m u n t the finite hop lengths of defects in a crystalline
lattice. We shall try to clarify which useful information could be obtained from the
non-steady-state kinetics of mobile V, recombination with electron centres. In particular, we suggest a novel phenomenological approach for estimating parameters of
V, motion, i.e. E, and its frequency factor S, (which are in good agreement with
both experimental data and quantum-chemical calculations [5]), as well as the qualitative criterion that the process under study involves electron tunnelling rransfer between
electron and hole centres.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we describe in detail the experimental technique used, and in section 3 the relevant experimental results obtained.
Section 4 deals with the general theory of transient diffusionantrolled non-stationary
kinetics with tunnelling electron transfer. Actual experimental data for V, are interpreted in section 5 and a general conclusion of both papers is given in section 6.

2. Experimental technique

An optical cryostat with low thermal inertia has been used for the thermostimulated
luminescence (TSL) studies, fractional glow technique ( F a ) experiments and direct
non-steady-state recombination kinetics measurements. The rapid change of the sample temperature has been attained by using a small-mass sample holder equipped
with a radiation heating element (W-coil), together with a thermal switch between
the sample holder and liquid nitrogen as the cooling agent (figure 1). The thermal
switch is performed as follows. The copper sample holder is made up of a vertical
thin-walled tube of stainless steel. The upper end of the tube is connected to a gas
valve and the lower one to the bath (vessel) with liquid nitrogen. The level of liquid
nitrogen is higher than the position of the sample holder.
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Figure 1. Full curve: time dependence of the stepwise sample heating. Schematic
diagram of lhe lowinertia cryoslal: 1, sample holder; 2, lube; 3, gas valve; 4, radialion
heater; 5, thermocouple, 6, liquid nitrogen bath.
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On opening the gas valve, liquid nitrogen contacts directly with the sample holder,
thus leading to rapid cooling of the sample to liquid-nitrogen temperature (LNT).
Closure of the valve interrupts the rapid cooling because the produced nitrogen
vapour squeezes out liquid nitrogen from the tube and heat transfer from the holder
to the liquid nitrogen is reduced to a minimum. The given final temperature of the
holder is settled and kept constant using the radiation heater controlled by a PI-type
thermoregulator and the embedded thermocouple. The minimum settling time of the
temperature can be reached if the thermocouple is placed directly on the surface of
the holder, which absorbs the radiation energy of the heater.
The holder is heated quickly when the gas valve is closed and the heating element
is switched on to maximum power. Almost all the heat is accumulated by the holder.
In practice, the temperature increase rate depends on the heating power only. The
settling time of the final temperature in the case of fast heating is close to that of
fast cooling.
The total time of the stepwise heating (or cooling) is defined by both the time
required for fast heating (or cooling respectively) and the settling time of the fmal
temperature of the holder (figure 1). The former depends on the temperature difference and the rate of fast heating (cooling), in the present cryostat being about
3 K s-l. The temperature settling time of the holder, measured by a second thermocouple placed between the sample and the sample holder, is about 3-5 s, i.e. close to
the thermal inertia of halide samples of thickness of about 0.5 mm.
A Brookdeal-type 5C1 single-photon-counting system equipped with a FEU-106
photomultiplier tube (PMT) has been utilized for the recombination luminescence
intensity measurements, the counting time being 1 s. The spectral compositions of
both the TSL and the runnelling luminescence (TL) have been investigated using two
luminescence measuring channels-an integral and a spectral one. The latter was
equipped with an SPM-2-type grating monochromator. By registration of the TSL
or the TL spectrum, the ratio of the signal in the spectral channel to the signal in
the integral channel was calculated at each photon energy, thus taking into account
changes in the recombination luminescence intensity in the course of the relaxation
process under study.
3. Experimental results

W Omajor characteristic 'EL peaks occur in KCI crystals activated with 30 ppm TI
(figure 2(a)). The peak at 210 K is caused by motion and recombination of V,
centres. The peak is observed in pure samples and its temperature corresponds to
the temperature region of decay of the electron spin resonance (ESR) signal of the
self-trapped holes 111. The other peak at 300 K is known in TI-doped KCI and
corresponds to ionization of the activator TIo centres. Both peaks differ in their
spectral composition of the recombination luminescence (figure 2(b)). Decay in V,.
centre concentration results in the main luminescence band peaking at 3.0 eV with
a half-width 0.75 eV [16]. The same luminescence band occurs in the TL spectra of
TI-activated KCI crystals (curve 1 in figure 2(b)) and has been interpreted earlier as a
direct radiative electron transfer between the ground states of spatially close TIo and
V, centres [17]. Therefore, the thermastimulated migration of V, centres ends with
the$ tunnelling recombination with an electron localized at a TIt impurity. It should
be mentioned that some of the migrating V, centres (as follows from investigation
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of the decay of the absorption spectra) after pulse excitations are captured by TIt
ions, leading to the growth of the TI*+-centre concentration [6, 71. (The mechanism
of TI+-centre ionization by the V, centre remains unclear in detail. Thermostimulated ionization of TIo centres leads to the distinctive activator luminescence band at
4.27 eV caused by recombination of released electrons with TIztcentres, which are
still thermally stable at this temperature.)
Examination of the thermostimulated luminescence in KCkTI by means of the
FGT shows that for the impurity concentrations under consideration the processes of
V,-centre recombination and TI0-centre ionization are monoenergehc with activation
energies of 0.54 and 0.71 eV respectively. Note that the activation energy of V,centre recombination observed by FGT coincides perfectly with the value estimated
from the polarization experimena [Z].
Curve 2 in figure 3 shows the characteristic transient kinetics observed after stepwise heating of a sample by 5 K. (Zero time in figure 3 is taken as the moment
of onset of the fast rise of sample temperature.) In our luminescence kinetics, no
non-inertial components have been observed at all. Moreover, in most cases of stepwise heating experiments, the error in the measurements of the initial luminescence
intensity does not exceed 1.5%. Only when the time of settling of the quasi-stationary
luminescence intensity becomes comparable to the time of such stage heating does
the luminescence intensity partly increase simultaneously with the temperature growth.
Therefore, the contribution (proposed in 16, 71) of long-range band hole Rights due
to V,-centre breaking to the total reaction rate cannot exceed 1-1.5%, at least at
moderate temperatures.

Figure 2. (a) TSL of KCkTI (0133 mol%) excited a1 80 K by x-rays. (b) n (curve 1) and
(cuwes 2 to 7) spectra taken a1 corresponding lemperalureo.

TSL

Let us now discuss the mutual spatial distributions of the reacting centres in the
decay kinetics both after pulsed excitation and in the transient kinetics after stepwise
heating. The former obviously involves all kinds of V, centres created and therefore
is affected by the inilia1 mutual distribution function of V,-A+ defects and is usually
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Figure 3. A comparison of experimental delayed kinelics of an increase in VK luminescence inlensily aner sudden change of their mobility (temperature increase from 175 to
180 K) in KCI with theoly: curve 1, hopping kinetics for X = 2a obtained by means
of equation (4.5); curve 2, experimental curve; c u m 3, conlinuous diffusion ( A
0)
approximation 1151, equalion (4.3).

-

believed to be random. The latter depends on the mechanism of production of V,
and TIn centres and in doped crystals can be, in principle, non-random. However,
in this m e the transient kinetics is determined only by the small change in the part
of the stationary distribution function of defects close to the effective recombination
radius (see below), which can be calculated analytically and does not depend on the
initial distribution function. The low lifetime of V, centres (more than an order
of magnitude less than the theoretical one based on a random initial distribution
function) observed in the pulse experiments should arise necessarily in the transient
kinetics if there were flight motion of band holes, which is nor the case. Thus, the
conclusion suggests itself that the shortening of the V,-centre lifetime results from a
correlafed initial disrriburion of V, and impurity Tlt centres. Therefore, the absence
of a non-inertial component in the transient kinetics puts into question the breaking of
an X; chemical bond during V, reorientation, at least in crystalline KCI. (Analogous
results were observed by us also in KBr.) Consider now the interpretation of transient
kinetics in more detail.
4. Theory of transient hopping-controlled tunnelling reactions
4.1. General comments

First, note that the effect of inertial increase in the recombination intensity after
stepwise defect mobility stimulation cannot be accounted for in terms of a standard
theory of diffusion-controlled reactions [15, 18-20]. In terms of this latter reaction
rate, IC is time-dependent during a short transient period only when
K(d) = 4?rDRn(1f R n / m ) .
Here D is the relative diffusion coefficient given by
D ( T )= Doexp(-E,/kT)
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E, is the activation energy and R, the clear-cut (black-sphere) recombination radius.
The decay kinetics under consideration can arise only when the joint density
Y ( T )depends on D ( T ) and thus the transient process corresponds to its inerlial
passage from one steady state Y ( D , ) to another one Y ( D , ) corresponding to a
new defect mobility (D). This is just the case for the tunnelling recombination of
electron and hole defects [21-251. (In the particular case of V, centres, the tunnelling
character of their recombination with electron E TIo centres is well established [17,
261.) Its probability (per unit time) is W ( r ) = w,exp(--r/a), where T is the
distance between dissimilar defects, wo and a are constants depending on the nature
of the defects involved and the rccombinative mechanism (radiative or radiationless)
and a equals half the Bohr radius of the electron centre, which is usually more
delocalized.
In our particular case D means the V, diffusion coefficient, since it becomes
mobile in alkali halides at temperatures when electron centres are definitely immobile.
241:
The joint density in which we are interested has the following form [W,

b-

Y ( T )= ( 2 a / r ) l i o 2 & e x p [ -( r - R o ) / 2 a ] }

(4.1)

where I.', is the zero-order modificd Bcsscl function of the first kind, and the dimensionless parameter p, = wOaaexp( - R o / a ) / D characterizes the slrenglh of
the tunnelling recombination. The greater the tunnelling parameters w, and a, the
greater is p,,, and the better pronounced is the shift of the recombination profile to
longer distances. On the other hand, increase in D (or 7') reduces p, and leads
to the profile shift to shorter distances (see figure 1 in [15] as an illustration). l h n nelling recombination is called strong as p,,, 2 10 [23]. In this regime the effective
recombination radius
R , R = R o + a l ~ ~ ( r p , ) - a E , / k TR ~
,

y=1.78

(4.2)

is independent of the hard-sphere radius R, at defect contact. Note that for large
Y(T=
) 1 - ReR/r.

T,

4.2. Continuous diffusion approwinlalion

lb investigate the delayed kinetics quantitatively, the transient process was described
in terms of the following equation 1151 for the joint correlation function of dissimilar
defects:

aY/dr = D'[Y"+ (r?/z)Y']
-&e-"

(4.3)

and the recombination luminescence intensity
(4.4)

This model is based on two assumptions: (i) defect motion can be describcd as a
confinuous diffusion with the relevant Laplace operator A; (ii) defect recombination
is so slow that concentrations arc practically constant and change in intensity I
arises entirely due to the change of the reaction rate K ( r ) . (This assumption is
experimentally controlled [15].) The dimensionless units used in equations (4.3) and
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(4.4) are I = ?-/a, r = D t / a 2 and D' = D(T.)/D(T,).
Therefore, the solution
of these equations is defined by three parameters: D', a 2 / D and wW The first
parameter determines the relative increase in the ordinate scale (intensity)

0Tz)/ I ( Tl) = D(Tz1Re, (T,)/ D(Tl)Re, (Tl) *- ( T./Tl)

exp( - &A T / J m
(4.4)

where A T = T . - Tl < T1 is the temperature increment (stimulation), which gives
an independent way to determine the activation energy E,.
Proceeding in this way, the theoretical estimate S: Y (12 f 5 ) x 1013 s-l was
obtained [15], compared with the experimental value S: E 4 x IOl3 s-* [Z]. The
activation energy E , = 0.53 eV also agrees well with optical dichroism studies
(yielding 0.54 eV) as well as with transient absorption studies ( E , = 0.54 & 0.05 eV
[6, 7, 271). However, only satisfactory agreement was achieved since both curves
have rather different behaviour (see section 5). We attribute this to the roughness
of the continuous diffusion approximation, since the V, reorientation hop length
X = a o / 2 f i [Z] (ao is the lattice constant) is Y 2.1
being greater than the
distinctive recombination parameter a 5 1 8, [28]. It means that a single hop takes
the defect immediately into (or out or) the recombination region [23], and a more
adequate formalism is required here.
4.3. Hopping-controlled kinelics

Studies of the kinetics of solvated electrons in polar liquids and energy transfer in
activated crystals have stimulated several attempts to derive kinetic equations that
were correct for arbitrary hopping lengths 0 < X < 00 [29, 301. Burstein ef al [31]
have indeed derived the gencral equation sought and investigated it analytically for
the steady-state regime and assuming exponential hopping length distribution, known
as the Torrey model. Since we are interested in fransient kinetics and a single hop
length describing V, reorientation in a crystalline lattice, the Torrey model is no
longer valid, and the relevant equations were solved by us numerically. The hopping
analogue of equation (4.3) now reads

The dimensionless units used are: T = f/To(Tl)( T ~being the. defect
- waiting time
before a hop from a given lattice site), Go = wore, I = r/a and X = A / a . The
parameter T; = T ~ ( T ~ ) / T ,is( the
T ~ratio
) of waiting times before and after mobility
change (it is nothing but D' in equation (4.3) sinee D = A2u/6 = X 2 / 6 r O ) .
It could be easily checked that, as X -+ 0, the use of the Taylor expansion of
Y ( z , t ) leads immediately to the continuous equation (4.3); the diffusion operator
A arises (there) due to combination of the first and third terms.
In another extreme case, X > a , one arrives immediately at [31]

Y ( q 7 )=

As

T

> G;',

CJoe-"
+
exp(-r
1 + CJ0e-= 1 + CJ,e-"

1

- CJ0e-=).

(4.6a)

the steady-state is achieved:

Y ( x , T=
) 1/(1

+CJ0e-=).

(4.6b)
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This recombination profile corresponds to the reaction rate (see equation (4.4))

K = ~ ( ~ a 3 ~ ~ 0 ) ( 1 n 3 ~ 0 + X 2 as
i nG~
~ 0>) I.

(4.7)

When tunnelling recombination becomes very strong, In Go B 1, the reaction
rate transforms into a very simple and physically transparent expression:

where R , = a In Go is the recombination sphere radius.
From figure 4 one can conclude that the recombination profiles differ greatly in
two extreme cases of long (a) and short (b) hops. In the former case it is quite
symmetric and increases rapidly, saturating already at T Y 1 0 ~ .In contrast, in the
latter case it increases very slowly, saturating only at r 2 100~.(The rime develop"
of the steady-state formation as a function of X has been studied in detail in [32].)
In the present paper we are interested in the passage between two steady states
corresponding to two different mobilities (D values). Such a transient kinetics is visualized in figure 5 for hop lengths varying from 20a to l a . Three general conclusions
suggest themselves: (i) the shortdistance part of the profile shifts at first, producing
a rapid increase in intensity I, whereas its further saturation is achieved due to relatively slow long-distance tail stabilization; (ii) decrease in the hop length results in the
smooth recombination profiles resembling that for the diffusion limit (figure 4(b));
(E) the passage time increases rapidly as X decreases. (The same conclusion was
drawn for the transient time necessary to form the steady-state profile itself [32].)

Figure 4. The steady-slate joint density [or dissimilar defects in two extreme cases of
very long hops ( 0 ) and small hops (b). Curves 1 to 4 WO = IO', lo', lo3, IO' (0);
and A = 0.50. O.Za, O.la, 0.050. WO = 10' (b).

In figures 6 and 7 the relative increase in reaction rate is plotted for the same
X values as in figure 5. One can see that, for large A, a change of the distinctive
o
the transient kinetics wnsiderably (cf curves 1 and 3 in
parameter w o ~ affects
figure 6). As X decreases, this effect is less pronounced and for X = l a the situation
is inverfed the curve for greater values of the wore parameter lies lower (see curves
3 and 4 in figure 7). Note also that, for small A, the intensity (reaction rate) increases
very smoothly as compared to large X valucs.
A Yansient process for some more small X values corresponding to the conrinuous
diffusion limit was treated in [15], but qualitatively the effect could also be seen from
figure 4(b): the passage from curve 4 to 1 corresponds to two orders-of-magnitude
change of mobility D (since D
X2) unlike the one orderaf-magnitude change
shown in figure 5.

-
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Fkum 5. Thnsient kinetics lor joint densities after mobility was increased by an order
of magnitude versus hop lenglh X: X = 2Oa (a), 100 (b), 5 0 (c), la (d), woro = lo2.
Figures in these curves indicate time (in units t / r p )after mobilily change: (a)curves 1
to 3, 1 = 0, 0.15, 4; (b) curves 1 Lo 4, t = 0,0.15, 0.4, 3; (c) ulwes 1 to 4, t = 0,1.2,
5, 4W, (d) C U N ~ S 1 to 6. 1 = 0,13, 5, 20, IO3, IO'.
4r

..

Figure 6. Relative change of the reaction rate after mobility was increased by an order
of magnitude versus lime: curve 1. X = 2011, w o n = IO3; c w e 2, X = l o a ,
mor0 = 102; C U N e 3, X = 2 0 0 . woro = 102.

In conclusion of this section we would like to note that an order-of-magnitude
increase in mobility (c( 7c1)results in essentially a smaller change of the reaction
rate (intensity) since (as follows from equation (4.7) in the hopping regime)

w2)/~m
= wZ)/I(m
=~ ~ 7 7 ~ ) / ~ , ( ~ , ) 1 ~ ~ *
2 T*

{I - (InT:)/[ln

u~T~(T~)]}~.

(4.8)

For w,T,(T,) = lo3 and TO' = 10 we get I ( T 2 ) / I ( T l =
) 3, in good agreement with
curve 1 in figure 6. In contrast, in the opposite continuous diffusion limit and with
strong tunnelling recombination

q q ) / r ( T l )= D*R(T,)/R(T,)= D*TJT, = ~ ' ( 1 - ATIT,)
which practically coincides with D ' ( = r;), since A T < T2.

(4.9)
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Figure 7. The same as figure 6 lor small hop lengths: curve 1, X = 5 a , woro = lo3;
curve 2, X = sa, war0 = IO*; curve 3, X = la, woro = IOz; curve 4, X = la,
war0

= 103,

5. Analysis of the delayed recombination kinetics of

V, centres

The theory developed in section 4 above can now be applied to the actual experimental data for V, centres in KCITI [15] (see that paper for more experimental details).
The relevant delayed kinetics of the luminescence increase is plotted in curve 2 of
figure 3, whereas theory based on a continuous approximation is shown in curve 3.
The obvious conclusion could be drawn that the agreement is only qualitative: the
theoretical curve increases more rapidly but saturates more slowly than the experimental one. In figure 3 the result of hopping-controlledtheory for A / a = 2 (equation
(4.5)) is plotted in curve 1. In the spirit of our approach, the best fit is obtained by
valying the abscissa scale parameter ro, which is found to be 50 (the same factor as
sought in continuous theory represented in section 4). Obviously, better agreement
is reached now, indicating clearly the importance of the incorporation of @ire hop
lengths into recombination kinetics.
Fitting of the ordinate scale factor yields E, = 0.53 e\T close to the earlier
experimental estimate E, = 0.54 eV for 60" reorientations [2, 61. Keeping in mind
[2] that V, reorientation by 90° requires considerably higher energy (its probability
is less by two orders of magnitude), one comes to the conclusion that V, motion

occurs via 6P

reonentarims.

Now making use of this E, and the relation
l / r o= S , e x p ( - E a / k T )

we arrive immediately at the frequency factor S, N 4 x 1013 s-', in excellent agreement with that obtained by means of optical dichroism [2].
Since the theoretical curve, equation (4.3), is rather insensitive to the choice of
another dimensionless parameter wore, we could only estimate its order of magnitude,
being 1010*2.This value agrees with the product of ro 50 just obtained and the
typical pre-exponential factor of radiative tunnelling transitions w o = l o 8 s - l [21,
221. The effective recombination radius estimated from equation (4.7) is about 20a.
Making use of the value of half of the Bohr radius of the electron centre with which
V, recombines ("IO, a N 1 .&, ENDOR data [28]), we obtain R, N 20 &the same
value as in the continuous diffusion approximation [15]. Note that it is in reasonable
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agreement with experimentally found R rr 35 f 7 8, for stutic recombination [33]. (It
is clear that the diffusion radius should be smaller due to defect mutual approach
before recombination.) The conclusion that the main electronic partner is TI" comes
from both luminescence [U] and absorption [34] spectra.
6. General conclusion

Summing up, both approaches employed-quantum-chemical simulations [5] and phenomenological kinetic theory-argue for the 60° reorientational mechanism of VKcentre motion.
Tbrning now to the kinetic studies, discussed in this paper, their common bottleneck is the assumption about the relative spatial distribution of defects. In stationary
experimentr studying V, recombination during the transient period, all spatially correlated dissimilar defects recombine and thus we start with the steudy-stute profile
[10-15], which can be calculated theoretically. Its achievement is seen from the
nearly constant recombination intensity. (According to [34], the share of correlated
{V,-TIo) geminate pairs depends considerably on the excitation energy, constituting
about 10% for x-rays.) On the other hand, the interpretation of the pulsed experiments of V, trapping by impurities resulting in the idea of long-range hole hops
(flights) is based on a random spatial V,-TIt distribution. Despite the fact that it
seems to be intuitively reasonable, there exist however experimental data indicating
that excitons have a greaterprobabilily to decay into radiation defects in the vicinity of
impurities [16,35-371. Therefore of fundamental importance would be further careful
analysis of the V,-"I+ spatial correlation; if it happened to be the case, experimental
findings [M]could he reinterpreted in terms of the usual V, reorientational motion
but at much shorter distances. This criticism also refers to picosecond time resolution
studies [19] of steady-state formation based on the treatment of short-time reaction
rate K ( l ) cx t-'/' dependence, which is valid for a random initial distribution only.
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